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Communication fans designed to show the 10 stages 
in the calm cycle.

 Blob Calm Fan Set of 6

Ref: 1814-6-CA  £22.95*

Blob Calm Fan Set of 6

Communication fans designed to show the 10 stages 
in the anxiety cycle.

 Blob Anxiety Fan Set of 6

Ref: 1813-6-CA  £22.95*

Blob Anxiety Fan Set of 6 

Communication fans designed to show the 10 stages 
in the anger cycle.

 Blob Anger Fan Set of 6

Ref: 1812-6-CA  £22.95*

Blob Anger Fan Set of 6 

Discuss Feelings and Emotions in every classroom 
& staff room.
This extraordinary resource is designed to stimulate 
discussion and sharing of HOW one feels and WHY they 
feel that way.

Each set contains 5 copies of this A3 laminated poster 
and an instruction booklet with question ideas and notes 
for guidance. 

Which Blob Do You Feel Like Today? Poster 

Set of 5 

Set of 10 

Set of 30

Set of 50

 Which Blob Do You Feel Like Today? Poster Set of 5
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NEW

Ref: 1815-1-CA      £26.95*
Ref: 1815-2-CA     £49.95*
Ref: 1815-6-CA    £134.95*
Ref: 1815-10-CA  £224.95*

Our full set of Blob Fans and Posters
This set includes the following:

 10 x Which Blob Do You Feel Like Today? Posters

 6 x Blob Anger Fans

 6 x Blob Anxiety Fans

 6 x Blob Calm Fans

 The Blobs School Resource Pack

The Blobs School Resource Pack

Ref: 1816-CA  £109.95
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NEW NEW

Welcome to our latest catalogue, 
packed full of practical resources to 
support children and young people 
on the autism spectrum and those 
with social and communication 
difficulties.
We recognise that the majority of 
children are visual or kinaesthetic 
learners and all our resources are 
designed alongside children and 
teachers to ensure they are easy to 
use and really work!

It’s so easy to order! 
Online: www.theplaydoctors.co.uk 
Phone: 01234 391436 
Email: info@theplaydoctors.co.uk 
Fax: 01604 870986 
Post: The Play Doctors, Park Farm,  
Preston Deanery, Northampton, NN7 2DY
Education, health, social services and other 
public sector establishments in the UK can 
order on account.

Symbols are printed by The Play Doctors under
License and are the copyright of Widgit 
Software 2002-2019. The resources are useful 
for all children, especially those who have 
communication difficulties or have English as a 
second language.
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Practical tools to support those 
with autism in the classroom.
Help children understand what 
is happening next, routines and 
sequences in order to make choices 
and communicate more effectively.

 40 symbols on lanyards 

 10 symbol communication fan

 24 symbols on foam board tiles

 Desk pyramid display board

 4 word tiles: ‘now, then, and, or’

  4 mini dry wipe tiles to write 
your own symbol/word

 Permanent marker pen

    “I have Autism” Personal 
communication passport fan 
to record essential information 
about a child to ensure they  
are included at all stages of 
their school life

  Hey, Children on the Autism 
Spectrum Play Too! book

 Autism Resource Kit in a Bag for Classrooms 

This book considers how we can include children 
on the autism spectrum into our settings and 
challenges you to take a look at play from the 
child’s perspective, by Wendy Usher.
This book has been written to support those working 
with children on the autism spectrum and provides 
great ideas to encourage them to play and interact. 
The thoughts and resources in the book are designed 
to help adults work with all children to ensure they are 
offered the same chances and experiences as others.

 Hey, Children on the Autism Spectrum Play Too!

Tell other people the essential 
information about an individual on the 
autism spectrum in an easy to read, easy 
to carry communication passport.
Each fan comes with a set of self-complete 
petals and a fine line permanent marker pen. 
Add in the information that is specific to the 
individual such as:

 Things I like

 Things I don’t like

 I get upset when

 I calm down when

 Special ways I communicate

There are extra petals for you to add any 
further relevant information.

 I Have Autism Fan Communication Passport

Ref: 1460-CA  £74.95*

Autism Resource Kit in a Bag for Classrooms

Hundreds of ideas using everyday items to 
create sensory play at school or in play settings.
The book considers how activities can be adapted 
to reflect individual children’s needs. Perhaps a child 
who does not like touching messy play would do so 
by wearing latex gloves or a child who has a visual 
impairment can feel and smell bubbles if the bubble 
solution contains a little perfume or essential oil. 
Excellent for children who have low self-esteem and 
confidence, those children who need something to do 
with their feelings and emotions and those who find it 
hard to be with others.

 Creating Sensory Play at little or no cost

Hey, children on the Autism Spectrum Play Too!

Ref: PDB001-CA  £18.00

I Have Autism Fan Communication Passport Set of 6

I Have Autism Fan Communication Passport Set of 10

Ref: 1535-6-CA  £22.95*

Creating Sensory Play at little or no cost

Ref: PDB003-CA  £18.00

BEST 
SELLER

NEW

Ref: 1403-10-CA  £37.95*

AUTISM AUTISM 
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A practical set to support positive behaviour using visual and kinaesthetic tools.
This bag contains over 200 visual Widgit Communication symbols and a range of practical 
tools to support visual and kinaesthetic learners who need a little  
support to help their behaviour.

KIT CONTENTS:

 120 Positive Behaviour Reward Stickers

 8 x symbol communication fans

 6 x 10 petal blank fans

 1 x Show Me Feelings Card Pack

  1 x How do you feel today? 
Communication lanyard

  1 x Let’s Make More Smiles  
behaviour  
management book

  1 x Swing O Meter to  
support understanding,  
choice, sequencing  
and instruction

 Positive Behaviour Kit in a Bag

A conversation starter kit supporting 
understanding of emotions, behaviour 
and consequence.
The 40 questions are designed to help 
you understand how the child thinks and 
responds to different situations. They will 
help you to identify how you might help 
the child to manage their own emotions 
and behaviour appropriately.

KIT CONTENTS:

  4 x Emotions, Behaviour and 
Consequence Question Fans

 1 x Behaviour Symbols Fan

  1 x comprehensive ideas and instructions 
booklet

 Emotions Behaviour and Consequence Kit in a Tin

Ref: 1530-CA  £29.95*

Emotions Behaviour and Consequence Kit in a Tin

Practical visual tools to support positive behaviour in 
Early Years, Foundation and KS1.
A wide range of practical resources to help support positive 
behaviour based on the fact that most children are visual 
learners. These inclusive ideas help children tell you how they 
are feeling so you can teach them and reinforce  
appropriate behaviour.

KIT CONTENTS:

 1 x Let’s Talk Behaviour Book

  12 x Giant dry wipe How Do You  
Feel Today? emotions bookmarks

 6 x I Feel pyramids

 6 x Children’s mood wrist bands

 6 x Emotions Face fans

  1 x Let’s Think 5 Posters Set 2 record  
essential information about a child to  
ensure they are included at all stages  
of their school life

 Let’s Talk Behaviour Kit in a Bag for Early Years 

Ref: 1531-CA  £74.95*

Let’s Talk Behaviour Kit in a Bag for Early Years

Practical kit to help engage children 
in their own behaviour and the 
consequences.
Form discussion about emotions, feelings 
and consequences with the question fans 
then use consequence boards to work with 
children to decide on fair consequences 
for both positive and negative behaviour. 
Within this context you can explore how 
a child responds and reacts to different 
situations.

KIT CONTENTS:

  1 x Emotions, Behaviour and 
Consequence Kit in a Tin

 1 x Behaviour Symbol fan

  2 x Positive and Negative Consequence 
Spinner Boards 

 3 x ‘I can do it’ blank fans

 Behaviour, Emotions and Consequence Kit in a Bag

Ref: 1605-CA  £49.95*

Behaviour, Emotions and Consequence Kit in a Bag

Positive Behaviour Kit in a Bag

Ref: 1434-CA  £74.95*

BEHAVIOUR/EMOTIONS BEHAVIOUR/EMOTIONS 
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Help children who act before they think so they can 
develop appropriate social and behavioural skills.
Many children tend to be impulsive and find it hard to ask 
first before doing something, especially those who have 
ADHD or a hidden cognitive condition. This set is designed 
to help these children to understand the concept of ‘Stop 
and Think’ and decide on alternative behaviour instead of 
immediately reacting.

KIT CONTENTS:

 2 x Stop and Think Scenario Fans (125x45mm)

 1 x Stop and Think Self Completion Blank Fan

  20 x ‘Good Thinking – Well Done’ Reward Tokens 
(includes 2 spare token in case any get lost)

 2 x A5 Display Boards

 1 x Large Stop and Think Fan (2 petals 150 x 65mm)

 1 x Instruction Booklet

 Impulse Control Kit in a Tin

Ref: 1701-CA  £39.95*

Impulse Control Kit in a Tin NEW

Classroom pack of 10 Mood Bands to help 
children tell you how they feel, turn them 
over to illustrate feelings such as ‘It’s all OK’ 
or ‘It’s not OK’.
These silicone wrist bands are coloured green on 
the outside and amber on the inside. Help children 
to understand if they are doing well by showing 
them the green side, or amber side to help them 
know when they need to “wait” or “think” about 
what they are doing.

 Mood Bands School Boxed Set of 10

Ref: 1538-CA  £29.95*

Mood Bands School Boxed Set of 10

Set of 10 lanyards to help 
children identify their own 
and others’ emotions.
With 5 simple to understand 
emotion faces, really useful 
to wear all the time and have 
available when dealing with 
emotions and supporting 
empathy. Good to use in social 
stories and circle times.

 How Do You Feel Today Emotion Lanyards Set of 10

Ref: 1410-CA  £48.95*

How Do You Feel Today 
Emotion Lanyards Set of 10

A practical tool allowing children to indicate feelings 
and emotions in any circumstance.
Use the board to help a child indicate choice. Add 3 
photographs or symbols representing choices and ask the child 
to move the arrow to indicate preferences. 
The board can also be used as a short schedule board by 
removing the emotion tiles which are on hook tape and 
replacing with your own symbols or ones from our range.

 Swing-O-Meter Communication Tool

Ref: 1247-CA  £16.95*

Swing-O-Meter Communication Tool

A practical tool allowing children to indicate feelings 
and emotions in any circumstance.
Display visual symbols and use the arrow to point to what is 
happening next. 
Move the spinner to indicate the appropriate symbol to say 
what is happening next in the child’s schedule. Can be used 
with any of our communication tiles or make your own using 
the mini whiteboards and pen provided.

 Rotary Schedule Board

Ref: 1435-CA  £18.95*

Rotary Schedule Board

Each set has 12 visual symbol tiles, a 10 petal fan and a display board.
Designed to support children to understand sequence and instruction with 
everything from Curriculum subjects to Social Interactions.

 Communication Symbol Sets

Useful Information  
Communication Symbol Set 

Early Years  
Communication Symbol Set 
Ref: 1327-CA  £19.95* Ref: 1328-CA  £19.95* Ref: 1329-CA  £19.95*

Ref: 1331-CA  £19.95* Ref: 1358-CA  £19.95* Ref: 1361-CA  £19.95*

Early Years Communication  
Symbol Set 

At School Communication 
Symbol Set

Positive Behaviour  
Communication Symbol Set

Play Choices  
Communication Symbol Set

BEHAVIOUR/EMOTIONS BEHAVIOUR/EMOTIONS 
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Over 25 different classroom resources to support 
children & young people with ADHD.
These practical resources have been designed in 
conjunction with teachers and learning support 
assistants to focus on Behaviour, Impulsiveness, 
Concentration, Noise Levels, Rewards and Instruction.

KIT CONTENTS:

  1 x Supporting ADHD – It’s not all  
about behaviour resource book

  7 x Communitaion Fans

  1 x Voice Control Teachers  
Foam board Fan

  2 x Emotion Pyramid Desk Boards  
(green/amber/red)

 2 x Mood Bands (It’s all OK/It’s not OK)

  1 x I have ADHD Communication  
Passport Fan 

  1 x Show Me Show Me Actions  
A6 playing cards (32 cards)

  2 x Listen Up, Task and Action Card Sets  
with dry wipe pen

 2 x Can I Please and Please may I cards

  1 each of 3 cards Think about it first,  
Ask before taking, Hands up before asking

 ADHD Classroom Kit in a Bag 

Ref: 1734-CA  £74.95*

ADHD Classroom Kit in a Bag

Let other people have the essential information 
about an individual with ADHD in an easy to 
read, easy to carry communication passport.
Each fan comes with a set of self-complete petals and a 
fine line permanent marker pen. Add in the information 
that is specific to the individual such as:

 Things I like

 Things I don’t like

 I get upset when

 I calm down when

 Special ways I communicate

There are extra petals for you to add any further 
relevant information. Each fan also has petals which 
describe the traits of autism from the individual’s 
perspective.

 I Have ADHD Fan Communication Passport

Ref: 1438-10-CA  £37.95*

I Have ADHD Fan Communication Passport Set of 10

This kit in a bag supports children and young people who 
have dyslexia diagnosed or undiagnosed in the classroom.
Support individuals to understand their condition, know how to 
ask for help and identify the best ways to assist taking a person 
centred approach.

KIT CONTENTS:

 1 x Let’s Get Organised Curriculum Self Organisation Fan

 5 x symbol communication fans

  1 x Rotary Schedule Board with mini dry wipe boards and pen 
(helps with self organisation)

 1 x Now/Then communications kit

 1 x Set of 6 mini dry wipe boards

 2 x It’s All OK, It’s Not OK Mood Bands

 1 x My Special Sticker Set with Blank Fans

 Supporting Dyslexia Resource Book

 Dyslexia Kit in a Bag

Ref: 1734-CA  £74.95*

Dyslexia Kit in a Bag

Help children to recognise images, words, letters  
and phonics.
Help children who are on the autism spectrum or those with 
communication difficulties to recognise the word against the 
image and practice the word verbally. Ask the children to 
choose an image, tell you what it is. Look at the letters of the 
object/animal/insect, find the correct letters and place them 
onto the board in the right order. Then use the dry wipe pen 
to write the word beneath practicing hand writing skills and 
letter formation.

KIT CONTENTS:

 48 x photo picture tiles 45x45mm

 26 x alphabet letters 45x45mm

 9 x blank mini dry wipe boards to make extra letters 

 2 x A5 Rainbow Display and Work Dry Wipe Boards

 1 x A4 Plastic Storage box

 1 x Instruction and Ideas Booklet

 Rainbow Words Early Years Literacy Kit

Ref: 1639-CA  £39.95*

Rainbow Words Early Years Literacy Kit

Stickers to help raise self esteem and confidence for 
those with reading difficulties.
Use these stickers to help children and young people feel 
more confident and help raise self esteem. There are 288 
stickers and 12 blank fans with a total of 240 sides. Give the 
children the stickers to wear or put them on the fan petals to 
create individual praise charts

 Dyslexia Resource Positive Praise Sticker Set

Ref: 1820-CA  £26.95*

Dyslexia Resource Positive Praise Deluxe Sticker Set
Ref: 1438-6-CA  £22.95*

I Have ADHD Fan Communication Passport Set of 6

ADHD DYSLEXIA



Help children understand the choices they 
have in relation to their emotional response.
Use to support children to make the right choice 
– allow them to use the resources to tell you how 
they are feeling, if they have enjoyed an activity or 
if they are confused about instructions. Excellent to 
use with all children to help them understand their 
own and others’ emotions. Support children to think 
carefully about worries and anxiety and recognise 
what they can do to help themselves  
and others.

 4 x Mood Bands

  2 x How Do You Feel Today  
Emotions Lanyards

 2 x Emotions and Expressions Fans

 1 x I Feel Fan

 1 x Swing O Meter

 1 x Worry & Anxiety 4 Fan Set

  Extra bonus fan – Staying Safe Stranger Danger

  Also includes mini dry wipe boards and pen  
further relevant information.

 Making the Right Choices – Emotions and Anxiety

Making the Right Choices – Emotions and Anxiety

Ref: 1650-CA  £62.95*

www.theplaydoctors.co.uk www.theplaydoctors.co.uk
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A programme teaching young people aged 8-16 
years to manage their own anxiety and worry.
This kit uses the principles of Cognitive Behaviour 
Therapy to empower the individual to make their own 
decisions and take control. Within it are lots of self-
help techniques that young people can use depending 
on their personal situation and what they are  
worrying about. Use the questions on the fans  
to instigate conversation and discuss what  
happens when someone is feeling anxious.

KIT CONTENTS:

  1 x Anxiety Tool kit Scheme and  
Programme Workbook

  1 x CD rom with printable resources  
including worksheets

  6 x conversation starter and  
questions fans

  4 x Option Reminder Fans  
(to be given to individuals  
undertaking the programme)

  4 x Stay Safe (get me out  
of here) cards

 Anxiety and Worry Kit in a Tin 

Ref: 1533-CA  £39.95*

Anxiety and Worry Kit in a Tin

Communication fans to help children to cope 
with worry and bullying.
The fans provide simple suggestions to support 
children to have coping mechanisms and to understand 
the importance of telling someone else.

The set comprises the following fans:

 Telling someone you feel worried fan 

 What can I do when I feel worried? fan

 What can I do about being bullied? fan

 Supporting a friend who is being bullied fan

There are extra petals for you to add any further 
relevant information. Each fan also has petals which 
describe the traits of autism from the individual’s 
perspective.

 Being Worried Being Bullied Set of 4 Fans

Ref: 1559-CA  £16.95*

Being Worried Being Bullied Set of 4 Fans

30 x A3 posters supporting positive behaviour, 
inclusion and emotional expression.
Great for the classroom or at home, these posters 
provide visual cues and reinforcement for children and 
adults to promote inclusion, positive behaviour and 
emotional expression.

This set includes the following posters:

 Let’s Think Learning Styles

 What Could I Do Instead?

 What Could I Do If I Feel Worried?

 Let’s Think Sensory Overload

 Let’s Think Inclusion

 Let’s Think Behaviour

 Our Positive Rules

 Our Kind Bodies

 I Can Calm Down

 How Do You Feel Today? 

 Let’s Think Behaviour, Emotions and Inclusion Posters Set of 30

Ref: 1818-CA  £149.95*

Let’s Think Behaviour, Emotions and Inclusion  
Posters Set of 30

SPECIAL 

OFFER!

WORRY & ANXIETY WORRY & ANXIETY
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Designed specifically for Early Years, this set 
includes our Talk with Teddies Communication Kit 
plus extra symbols and display resources.
KIT CONTENTS:

 4 x fully washable bears

 1 2 x Early Years Communication  
Tiles (each 45x45mm)

  12 x At School Time To  
Communication Tiles

 12 x Useful Information Tiles

  1 x Pyramid Now/Then And/Or  
display board

  16 x Mini Dry Wipe Boards  
and pen

 Talk with Teddies for Early Years

Designed specifically for Primary Schools, this set 
includes our Talk with Teddies Communication Kit 
plus extra symbols and display resources.
KIT CONTENTS:

 4 x fully washable bears

  12 x Curriculum Communication  
Tiles (each 45x45mm)

  12 x At School Time To  
Communication Tiles

 12 x Social Integration Tiles

  1 x Pyramid Now/Then And/Or  
display board

  16 x Mini Dry Wipe Boards  
and pen

 Talk with Teddies for Primary Schools

Support children and young people to deal with social situations and 
understand the meaning behind words and actions.
This resource has been designed to improve children and young people’s 
social skills by asking them to consider a situation or action and decide what 
response would be the most appropriate from the choices provided.  
The boards are designed to instigate discussion and debate  
and help young people to make their own choices as well.  
Use the extra mini dry wipe boards and pen to  
record alternative responses and discuss  
why these may be more appropriate  
in different situations as well as any  
other social situations you feel the  
child or young person may  
benefit from discussing.

CONTAINS:

  4 x A4 Scenario, Action or  
Situations Boards

 48 x Response Tiles 45x45mm

 12 x Mini dry wipe boards 45x45mm

 1 x Dry Wipe Pen

 1 x Instructions Leaflet

 Social Skills Bingo  

Help children to understand emotion and 
empathy through recognition of different facial 
expressions.
Play games with the cards and use the dry wipe pen 
on the mirror to help children recognise, practice and 
develop different facial expressions with the knowledge 
of when to use them.

KIT CONTENTS:

 1 x Plastic Safety Mirror

 1 x fine line whiteboard marker pen

 24 x facial expression cards (A6 size)

 1 x I feel expressions fan

 1 x comprehensive instruction and ideas leaflet

 Reflect and Draw Expressions and Emotions Kit in a Tin

Ref: 1607-CA  £79.95*

Talk with Teddies for Early Years

Ref: 1606-CA  £79.95*

Talk with Teddies for Primary Schools

Ref: 1618-CA  £59.95*

Social Skills Bingo

Ref: 1510-CA  £24.95*

Reflect and Draw Expressions and Emotions Kit in a Tin

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION SOCIAL COMMUNICATION



Practical resource book helping you to identify the best ways 
to communicate effectively, by Wendy Usher.
Communication involves far more than just using our voices so with 
the majority of children being visual and kinaesthetic learners, using 
our voices isn’t always the best way to be ‘heard’. This books explores 
ways to identify a child’s individual learning styles and how to adapt 
communication to suit those styles.

There are lots of short case studies identifying situations where 
communication has worked well, not worked so well and reasons 
for both. It includes ideas for games and activities to support 
communication and will challenge you to think about how you are 
communicating, listening and hearing a child’s voice. As a result of 
your work the children will learn to better use their communication 
styles with you and each other.

 It’s not all about talking, Let’s Communicate!
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32 flash cards to help children to understand 
appropriate actions to support positive behaviour.
Includes 2 of each design so you can play games with the 
children such as snap or pairs. Pick them up and ask the 
children to show you the action and guess if they are right. 
Once the child is used to the actions use the cards as flash 
cards to help them know what to do in relation to their 
behaviour.

 Show Me Actions Flash Cards

Ref: 1730-CA  £16.95*

Show Me Actions Flash Cards
Over 120 visual communication symbols to 
support children in Early Years settings
Young children learn by seeing and doing. We all 
encourage children to tell us what they see and copy 
language and these resources do this and more. .

This selection of resources includes:

 1 x Pack of Show Me Positive Action Playing Cards

 1 x Reflect and Draw Expressions Mirror Kit in a Tin

 1 x Early Years Activities fan

 1 x Early Years Instructions fan

 1 x Bathroom Routine fan

 1 x Let’s Play fan

 1 x Emotions Face fan

 1 x How do you feel today emotions lanyard

 Early Years Visual Resources Kit in a Bag

Ref: 1604-CA  £64.95*

Early Years Visual Resources Kit in a Bag

140 symbols on fans designed to support younger 
children who have English a second language or 
difficulties communicating.
These practical resources have been designed in 
conjunction with Use to support children understand 
instructions, help during transition, praise children and 
support understanding of appropriate behaviour. Help 
children to tell you how they are feeling, or what they need 
or want. This is a comprehensive range of symbols that 
will support the children to understand what is being said. 
Really good to stop children feeling frustrated and unable 
to communicate.

INDIVIDUAL FANS INCLUDED:

 EASL Early Years Visual Symbols 

Ref: 1615-CA  £49.95*

EASL Early Years Visual Symbols

 Positive Praise

 Positive Social Rules

 I Feel

 Bathroom Routine

 Early Years Instructions

 Early Years Activities

 Emotions Face

 Let’s Play

 Everyday Instructions

 Helpful Instructions

 I Hurt

 Danger Alert

 Snack

 Time to go out

24 flash cards to help children to recognise and 
understand appropriate emotions from different 
facial expressions.
This set of includes 2 of each design so you can play 
games with the children such as snap or pairs. Pick 
them up and ask the children to show you the emotion 
and guess if they are right. Once the child is used to 
the emotions use the cards as flash cards to help them 
recognise emotions from facial expressions and how to 
react appropriately.

 Show Me Feelings Flash Cards

Ref: 1239-CA  £14.95*

Show Me Feelings Flash Cards

Ref: PBD004-CA  £18.00

It’s not all about talking, Let’s Communicate!

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
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Help children to understand what change will be taking place and what they need to do.
Help alleviate children’s worries and anxiety by planning for change together and identify how the 
children feel now, and may feel after a transition by using the 5 x Making a change, how do I feel fans.  
Also included is a planning tool to support children to know how to organise themselves. The visual 
transition tool can be used to identify 6 stages of transition and comes with its own set  
of mini dry wipe boards to record personalised transition programmes.  
The Dry Wipe Schedule board which  
is based on clock faces can  
be used to support a child  
to understand what they  
will need to do.

KIT CONTENTS:

  5 x Making a change –  
How do I Feel? Fans

  1 x What Can I Do to Calm  
Down? Fan

 1 x Home School Transition Fan

  1 x What Can I Do When  
I am Worried? Fan

  1 x Telling Someone  
that You Feel Worried Fan

 1 x Let’s Get Organised Fan

  1 x Now/Then  
Communication Kit

 1 x Visual Transition Tool

  1 x Dry Wipe Clock Face  
Schedule Board

 Transition Kit for the Classroom  
Two visual display boards to support understanding of 
what is happening next Today/Tomorrow and Morning/
Afternoon. Ideal for use with our range of activities and 
curriculum symbols.
KIT CONTENTS:
 2 x Schedule Display Boards

 12 mini dry wipe tiles

 16 x loop dots

 2 x hook dots

 1 x dry wipe pen

  Today/Tomorrow and Morning/Afternoon  
Schedule Boards

Ref: 1644-CA  £19.95*

Today/Tomorrow and Morning/Afternoon Schedule Board

Designed to support an individual to know what is 
about to happen next, or to provide choices.
Use the word tiles in between symbols to indicate ‘then’, ‘and’, 
‘or’, ‘now’. See our full range of symbols on page 10 or contact 
us to create bespoke symbols to suit your setting.

KIT CONTENTS:
 1 x Pyramid Display Board with hook/loop tape,

 4 x word tiles,

 4 x mini dry wipe tiles,

 1 x fine line dry wipe marker pen,

 1 x instruction leaflet

 1 x plastic zip lock storage wallet

 Now and Then Communication Kit

Ref: 1436-CA  £17.95*

Now and Then Communication Kit

A versatile tool allowing children to indicate a 
countdown to a change of activity.
Display what is happening next by creating your own tiles using 
the mini white boards and pen provided or use with your own 
or any Play Doctors communication tiles. Each tile is attached 
by hook and loop tape so the tiles can be exchanged to indicate 
choice, where the child points the arrow to show preferences. 
The numbers could represent minutes or passages of time, they 
could represent the number of items that need to be put away, 
or the number of objects in an activity left to play with before it 
is time for change or transition.

KIT CONTENTS:

 1 x Visual Transition Tool Board (210x210mm) with Spinner

 4 x numbered plastic disk tiles

 1 x end task tile

 6 x mini dry wipe board tiles (45mm square)

 1 x fine line dry wipe board marker

 1 x instruction sheet

 Visual Transition Tool

Ref: 1311-CA  £18.95*

Visual Transition Tool Ref

A communication display board to show photographs 
of staff to help children know who is on duty on each 
particular day.
The Who Is In Today Board is designed to display photographs 
of staff members or children in the setting to help children 
know who will be in each day. Change the board daily so the 
children are not looking for someone who won’t be there.

Ref: 1204-CA  £14.95*

Who is in Today Board

 Who is in Today Board

A practical tool allowing children to indicate feelings 
and emotions in any circumstance.
Display symbols on the display board to explain what is 
happening next in the week. 
Designed to display our range of symbols tiles relating to 
activities or lessons at school or in your setting.

  Weekday What’s Happening Today  
Schedule Communication Board

Ref: 1347-CA  £14.95*

Weekday What’s Happening Today 
Schedule Communication Board

Ref: 1239-CA  £74.95*

Transition Kit for the Classroom

TRANSITION TRANSITION
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Help children identify how they are feeling and 
empathise with others’ emotions.

 Emotions Face Fan

Ref: 1206-6-CA  £22.95*

Emotions Face Fan Set of 6

Help children identify expressions and what feelings 
they represent.

 I Feel Expressions Fan

Ref: 1302-6-CA  £22.95*

I Feel Expressions Fan Set of 6

Help children understand appropriate behaviour and 
know what to do next.

 Behaviour Fan

Ref: 1211-6-CA  £22.95*

Behaviour Fan Set of 6

Help individuals who experience sensory overload to 
tell you how they are feeling.

 It’s too Sensory Description Fan

Ref: 1304-6-CA  £22.95*

It’s too Sensory Description Fan Set of 6

Helps individuals tell you how they are feeling by 
grading the intensity of their emotions.

 Emotions and Expressions Fan

Ref: 1342-20-CA  £26.95*

Emotions and Expressions Fan Set of 20

Praise with the green petal, ask the child to think 
using amber or stop with the red.

 Traffic Light Think Fan

Ref: 1324-20-CA  £29.95*

Traffic Light Think Fan Set of 20

Encourage understanding by offering positive rules.

 Positive Social Rules Fan

Ref: 1417-6-CA  £22.95*

Positive Social Rules Fan Set of 6

Give children praise for behaviour you would like 
repeated.

 Positive Praise Fan

Ref: 1406-6-CA  £22.95*

Positive Praise Fan Set of 6

Encourage individuals to communicate essential 
personal needs.

 I Need Fan

Ref: 1405-6-CA  £22.95*

I Need Fan Set of 6

Encourage individuals to communicate by showing 
them the pictures and verbalising the response.

 I Want To Say Fan

Ref: 1315-6-CA  £22.95*

I Want To Say Fan Set of 6

Give individuals the ability to tell you where it hurts.

 I Hurt Fan

Ref: 1344-6-CA  £22.95*

I Hurt Fan Set of 6

LOOKING FOR  
MORE FANS?
We can offer great  

discounts for large orders  
to suit the requirements  

at your setting.

Call us on 
01234 391436 

for more information.

COMMUNICATION FANS – BEHAVIOUR COMMUNICATION FANS – BEHAVIOUR



Clear visual symbols to illustrate what is happening 
next at school.

 At School Time To Fan

Ref: 1319-6-CA  £22.95*

At School Time To Fan Set of 6 

Clear simple visual symbols to aid communication in 
the classroom.

 Help In The Classroom Fan

Ref: 1320-6-CA  £22.95*

Help In The Classroom Fan Set of 6
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Give children a voice by choosing their own play 
activity.

 Let’s Play Fan

Ref: 1210-6-CA  £22.95*

Let’s Play Fan Set of 6

Support young children’s understanding of instructions 
that are used in Early Years settings every day

 Early Years Instructions Fan

Ref: 1365-6-CA  £22.95*

Early Years Instructions Fan Set of 6

Support young children’s understanding of what is 
going to happen next, or to choose their own early years 
activities.

 Early Years Activities Fan

Ref: 1366-6-CA  £22.95*

Early Years Activities Fan Set of 6

Help children to choose their own snack and to 
illustrate their preferences.

 Snack Fan

Ref: 1507-6-CA  £22.95*

Snack Fan Set of 6

Each fan comes with a set of self-complete petals and 
a fine line permanent marker pen.
Add in the information that is specific  
to the individual such as:
 Things I like
 Things I don’t like
 I get upset when
 I calm down when
  Special ways I  

communicate
There are extra petals for  
you to add any further  
relevant information

 I Have Autism Fan Communication Passport

Ref: 1535-CA  £22.95*

I Have Autism Fan Communication Passport Set of 6

Support children’s understanding of helpful 
instructions that are used in school every day.

 Helpful Instructions Fan

Ref: 1321-6-CA  £22.95*

Helpful Instructions Fan Set of 6

Help children to know what they need to prepare for 
the next slot on their timetables.

 Curriculum Fan

Ref: 1322-6-CA  £22.95*

Curriculum Fan Set of 6

Help children to understand what they need for  
each lesson.

 Let’s Get Organised

Ref: 1619-6-CA  £22.95*

Let’s Get Organised Fan Set of 6

Each fan comes with a set of self-complete petals and 
a fine line permanent marker pen.
Add in the information that is specific  
to the individual such as:
 1 Things I like
 1 Things I don’t like
 I get upset when
 I calm down when
  Special ways I communicate
There are extra petals for  
you to add any further  
relevant information

  All About Me Personal  
Communication Passport 

Ref: 1440-CA  £22.95*

All About Me Personal  
Communication Passport Set of 6

COMMUNICATION FANS – AT SCHOOL COMMUNICATION FANS – AT SCHOOL

Do you have an idea ?
Do you have a design

that you think will help
in your classroom?

We can design, create
and provide bespoke fans.

Call us on 
01234 391436 

for more information.
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Provide easy to understand visuals for key activities 
we all need to do in the morning

 Morning Routine Fan

Ref: 1209-6-CA  £22.95*

Morning Routine Fan Set of 6

Provide easy to understand visuals for key activities 
we all need to do in the bathroom.

 Bathroom Routine Fan

Ref: 1316-6-CA  £22.95*

Bathroom Routine Fan Set of 6

Help children manage the transition from home to 
school and back again.

 Home School Transition Fan

Ref: 1364-6-CA  £22.95*

Home School Transition Fan Set of 6

Provide easy to understand instructions for everyday 
use.

 Everyday Instructions Fan

Ref: 1208-6-CA  £22.95*

Everyday Instructions Fan Set of 6

Easy to understand visuals for key activities we all 
need to do to prepare for bed.

 Bedtime Routine Fan

Ref: 1333-6-CA  £22.95*

Bedtime Routine Fan Set of 6

Support going out transition with simple visual 
symbols.

 Time To Go Out Fan

Ref: 1207-6-CA  £22.95*

Time To Go Out Fan Set of 6

Support an individual’s understanding of key danger 
points.

 Danger Alert Fan

Ref: 1404-6-CA  £22.95*

Danger Alert Fan Set of 6

Help prepare for a journey using this simple fan.

 We’re Going In The Car Fan

Ref: 1416-6-CA  £22.95*

We’re Going In The Car Fan Set of 6

8 fans specially selected to support situations at 
home and away.
Use these fans to reinforce verbal instruction and help 
individuals’ understanding and communication with everyday 
situations from routines in the morning to journeys in the car.

CONTENTS:

 1 x Time to go out fan

 1 x Bedtime Routine Fan

 1 x Morning Routine Fan

 1 x Bathroom and Toilet Routine Fan

 1 x Home School Transition Fan

 1 x Everyday Instructions Fan

 1 x Danger Alert Fan

 1 x We’re going in the car Fan

  Home and Away Fans  
8 Pack Mixed Set

Ref: 1412-CA  £28.95*

Home and Away Fans 8 Pack Mixed Set

To order by email contact    info@theplaydoctors.co.uk

Support children and young people to understand the 
key rules of keeping themselves safe.

 Stay Safe from Stranger Danger Fan

Ref: 1651-6-CA  £22.95*

Stay Safe from Stranger Danger Fan Set of 6

Help young people to show you how they are feeling.

 Stop Think Go Emotions Fan

Ref: 1660-CA  £11.95*

Emotion Stop Think Go Fan Classroom Set of 10

COMMUNICATION FANS – AT HOME COMMUNICATION FANS – AT HOME
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Support children to find alternative behaviour that may 
help them to feel better and calmer.

 What Can I Do to Calm Down Fan

Ref: 1656-6-CA  £22.95*

What Can I Do to Calm Down Fan Set of 6

Help children to find alternative behaviour which is a safe 
and acceptable way to display their innermost feelings.

 What I Can Do When I Feel Angry Fan

Ref: 1657-6-CA  £22.95*

What I Can Do When I Feel Angry Fan Set of 6

Help children learn ways to be polite and develop 
social skills.

 How Can I Be Polite Fan

Ref: 1655-6-CA  £22.95*

How Can I Be Polite Fan Set of 6

Communication fans designed to show the 10 stages 
in the calm cycles.

 Blob Calm Fan Set of 6

Ref: 1814-6-CA  £22.95*

Blob Calm Fan Set of 6

Communication fans designed to show the 10 stages 
in the anger cycles.

 Blob Anger Fan Set of 6

Ref: 1812-6-CA  £22.95*

Blob Anger Fan Set of 6 

Communication fans designed to show the 10 stages 
in the anxiety cycles.

 Blob Anxiety Fan Set of 6

Ref: 1813-6-CA  £22.95*

Blob Anxiety Fan Set of 6 

Help children learn about different foods and drinks 
with visual symbols.
Children will often join their parents on shopping trips to buy 
types of food and drink for their meals. But do they know their 
meats from their vegetables? Help break them down with this 
informative and fun set of picture fans.

CONTENTS:

 Types of Meat 

 Types of Vegetables 

 Types of Dairy Produce

 Types of Drink

 Food and Drink Fans

Ref: 1543-CA  £14.95*

Food and Drink Fans Set of 4

Help children learn about different animals and 
insects through visual symbols.
There are many different species of animals and insects found 
within the UK. Help give children a taste of what different 
animals they can find within the UK with these informative  
and fun picture fans.

CONTENTS:

 Wild Animals

 Domestic Animals

 Insects

 Sea Life

 Animals and Insects Fans

Ref: 1541-CA  £14.95*

Animals and Insects Fans Set of 4

Help children understand the weather, days, months 
and seasons of the year through visual symbols.
Some children will need some help keeping a track of what is 
happening throughout the year, whether it’s the days, seasons 
or even the weather. Help them understand these topics with 
these colourful and helpful picture fans.

CONTENTS:

 Days of the Week

 Months

 Seasons

 Weather

  Days, Months, Weather,  
Seasons Fans

Ref: 1542-CA  £14.95*

Days, Months, Weather, Seasons Fans Set of 4

COMMUNICATION FANS COMMUNICATION FANS 
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Ref: 1508-CA  £14.95*

Early Years Fans 4 Pack Mixed Set

4 pack of communication fans to aid 
children at school.
Have exactly the right symbol at your fingertips 
to help children understand and communicate in 
the classroom and around  
the school.

CONTENTS:

 At school time to fan

 Helpful Instructions fan

 Curriculum Fan

 Help in the classroom fan

Ref: 1323-CA  £22.95*

School Fans 4 Pack Set

8 fans specially selected to support 
positive behaviour.
CONTENTS:

 1 x Emotions Face Fan

 1 x Behaviour Fan

 1 x I Feel Expressions Fan

  1 x It’s Too Sensory Description fan

  1 x Emotions and Expressions Fan

  1 x Traffic Light Think Fan

 1 x Positive Praise Fan

  1 x Positive Social Rules Fan

 Behaviour Fans 8 Pack Mixed Set

Ref: 1418-CA  £24.95*

Behaviour Fans 8 Pack Mixed Set

36 visual symbols to help children in Early 
Years Settings understand by illustrating 
the spoken word.
Use to reinforce language and provide visual 
symbols to remind children of what they are 
meant to be doing, to help listening skills, to aid 
choice and  
understand instruction.

CONTENTS:

 1 x Let’s Play Fan

  1 x Early Years Instructions Fan

  1 x Early Years Activities Fan

 1 x Snack Fan

 Early Years Fans 4 Pack Mixed Set

 School Fans 4 Pack Set

Each book in this series supports inclusion and provides great thoughts and resources to help adults 
work with all children to ensure they are offered the same chances and experiences as others.
Wendy Usher is the founder of The Play Doctors and uses over 30 years experience both as a parent and professional 
to write practical, hands on, award winning books to provide ideas and suggestions to support children and young 
people who happen to have additional needs.

CONTENTS:

 Supporting ADHD – It’s not all about behaviour

 Creating Sensory Play at little or no cost

 It?s not all about talking, Let’s Communicate

  Let’s make more smiles – Encouraging Positive Behaviour

 Hey, children on the autism spectrum play too!

 SEN Practical Resource Books Set of 5

SEN Practical Resource Books Set of 5

Ref: PDB014-CA  £60.00

Books to explain disabilities simply 
plus teacher resource book with free 
CD rom.
Have you ever wanted to teach your children 
about inclusion? This set of children’s 
books do just that.  Suitable in early years 
and primary settings, this set of books are 
designed to raise awareness of impairments 
and to encourage children to be more 
inclusive in their play.

CONTENTS:

  1 x Teaching Resource Book with a free 
CD-Rom of activity templates

 1 x Zak makes new Friends! (Autism) book

 1 x Percy looks for Treasure! (ADHD) book

  1 x A dragon comes to visit! (Dyspraxia) 
book

 Inclusion Programme and Story Books Set of 4

Inclusion Programme and Story Books Set of 4

Ref: PDB010-CA  £42.95

SPECIAL 

OFFER!

COMMUNICATION FANS PRACTICAL RESOURCE BOOKS
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 Lets Think Behaviour Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1501-5-CA  £19.95*

 Our Positive Rules Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1502-5-CA  £19.95*

 Our Kind Bodies Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1503-5-CA  £19.95*

 I Can Calm Down By Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1504-5-CA  £19.95*

 How Do You Feel Today? Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1505-5-CA  £19.95*

 Let’s Think Learning Styles Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1565-5-CA  £19.95*

 What Could I Do Instead? Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1566-5-CA  £19.95*

 Let’s Think Inclusion Poster Set of 5
Ref: 1567-5-CA  £19.95*

  Let’s Think Sensory Overload 
Poster Set of 5

Ref: 1568-5-CA  £19.95*

  What Could I Do If I Feel Worried? 
Poster Set of 5

Ref: 1569-5-CA  £19.95*

  Let’s Think Behaviour, Emotions and Inclusion Posters 
Set of 30
30 x A3 posters supporting positive behaviour, inclusion and  
emotional expression.
Great for the classroom or at home, these posters provide visual cues and 
reinforcement for children and adults to promote inclusion, positive behaviour 
and emotional expression.

CONTENTS:

 Let’s Think Learning Styles

 What Could I Do Instead?

 What Could I Do If I Feel Worried?

 Let’s Think Sensory Overload

 Let’s Think Inclusion

 Let’s Think Behaviour

 Our Positive Rules

 Our Kind Bodies

 I Can Calm Down

 How Do You Feel Today? Ref: 1818-30-CA  £99.95*

Let’s Think Behaviour, Emotions and Inclusion 
Poster Set of 30

SPECIAL 

OFFER!

POSTERS POSTERS
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Help children identify how they are feeling 
and empathise with others’ emotions.

  Emotions Face Fan –  
Classroom Pack of 30 Fans

Ref: 1206-30-CA  £99.95*

Emotions Face Fan - Classroom 30 Pack

Help children identify expressions and 
what feelings they represent.

Ref: 1302-30-CA  £99.95*

I Feel Expressions Fan

  I Feel Expressions Fan –  
Classroom Pack of 30 Fans
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